
Opportunities for  
New York Businesses 
As a key element in the State’s transition to 
renewable sources of electricity, offshore wind is a 
high-tech industry that will bring billions of dollars 
of investment and create over 10,000 jobs for 
New Yorkers in a range of sectors: manufacturing, 
installation, operations and maintenance, and  
project development.

Working together with local economic development partners and 
global industry leaders, NYSERDA is conducting research, directing 
investments, engaging potential New York supply chain companies, 
and facilitating connections. This work makes New York State an 
attractive growth market for the offshore wind industry. 

Learn more about New York’s  
Offshore Wind supply chain. 
OffshoreWind.ny.gov 
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•  To catalyze development of New York’s supply chain infrastructure, the State has committed $700 million for investments in 
ports, manufacturing, and other supply chain facilities. These investments will unlock private capital and establish a domestic 
supply chain for offshore wind components. NYSERDA research supports the strategic build out of New York’s port infrastructure 
and manufacturing facilities to support today’s offshore wind industry and prepare for the innovations of tomorrow.

•  NYSERDA hosts offshore wind Supplier Forums and maintains a Supplier Database. These activities connect New York State 
businesses with offshore wind developers and international partners, ensuring that the impacts of this growing industry are 
realized at the local level.

Across the State, New York businesses are already seeing the benefits of offshore wind.

Manufacturing in Western New York – LJUNGSTRÖM, a company 
manufacturing out of Wellsville, NY since the early 1920s, is the first U.S.-
based supplier of secondary structural steel components for wind turbine 
foundations to New York State and other regional projects. “We are thrilled 
to be expanding our workforce and manufacturing capabilities in Western 
New York with over 150 newly created manufacturing positions.”  
– Gus Shearer, Director of Products & Strategy

Assembly in the Capital Region – Riggs Distler, a Tier 1 offshore wind contractor 
working out of the Port of Coeymans will directly employ more than 125 skilled 
tradespeople from local labor unions in New York State to provide construction, 
assembly, inspection, and onshore installation of advanced foundation 
components for offshore wind. “This work makes us proud – we are training 
our local workforce for the next generation, building towards a cleaner energy 
future.” – Brienne (Brie) Kennedy, Sr. Director of Marketing & Communications


